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Abstract 
This expository paper gives a survey on most of the works done on chromatically unique 
graphs that have been published since our first survey on the subject (Koh and Teo, 1990). 
Some of the new and relevant results on chromatically equivalence class are also included. 
Special techniques and ideas used to produce new chromatically unique graphs or chromatically 
equivalence classes are highlighted. 
1. Introduction 
All graphs considered here are simple graphs. For a graph G, let V(G) and E(G) 
be the vertex set and edge set of G, respectively. The order of G is denoted by v(G), 
and the size of G by e(G), i.e., v(G) = IV(G)[ and e(G) = [E(G)[. G is called an 
(n,m)-graph if v(G) = n and e(G) = m. 
Let P(G, 2) (or simply P(G)) denote the chromatic polynomial of  a graph G. Two 
graphs G and H are chromatically equivalent (or simply z-equivalent), symbolically 
G ~ H,  if P (G,2)  = P(H,2) .  The equivalence class determined by G under ~ is 
denoted by (G). A graph G is chromatically unique (or simply z-unique) if G -- H 
whenever H ~ G, i.e., (G) = {G}. A property of  a graph or a quantity associated with 
a graph is called a g-invariant if it is preserved under ' ~ ' .  To study the chromaticity 
of a class ff of  graphs means to study the problem of  determining the z-equivalence 
classes (i.e., the equivalence classes under ,,~) of  graphs in ft. 
In this expository paper, we give a survey on most of the works done on Z-unique 
graphs that have been published since our first survey on the subject [34]. Some of the 
new and related results on z-equivalence class are also included. Very often, to discover 
or establish new z-unique graphs or g-equivalence classes, some new z-invariants, 
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efficient ools or ad hoc methods are required. They are highlighted, wherever ap- 
propriate, in this paper. 
For the sake of brevity, we refer to our first report [34] for most of the results and 
notions mentioned therein. For all other notation and terminology not explained here 
we refer to [1]. The symbols Pn, Cn, Kn, ~ stand for the path, cycle, complete graph, 
and wheel of order n, respectively. We denote by K(pl  .... , Pt) the complete t-partite 
graph having Pi vertices in the ith partite set. 
One important operation on graphs which is used often in the study of chromatic 
polynomials is the gluing of two graphs. Let Q1 and Q2 be subgraphs of G1 and 
G2, respectively. Suppose Ql and Q2 are isomorphic to some Q. Then a Q-gluing of 
G1 and G2 is a graph obtained from the union of G1 and G2 by identifying (via an 
isomorphism) QI with Q2. Among all gluings, a Kt-gluing is of particular importance. 
Kl-gluings and K2-gluings are also known as vertex- and edge-gluings, respectively. 
The join G + H of the graphs G and H is the graph obtained from the disjoint 
union G U H by joining each vertex in G to each vertex in H. The girth g(G) of G 
is the order of a shortest cycle in G. We denote by riG(H) (resp., i6(H)) or simply 
n(H) (resp., i (H)) the number of subgraphs (resp., induced subgraphs) of G which 
are isomorphic with H. For S C_ V(G) (resp., F C_ E(G)), the subgraph induced by S 
(resp., F)  is denoted by [S] (resp., [F]). The set of neighbours of a vertex x in a 
graph is denoted by Nx. For a real x we denoted by [x] (resp., {x}) the greatest (resp., 
least) integer less than or equal to (resp., greater than or equal to) x. 
2. Cycles with additional edges 
In this section, we show some new (discovered since our report [34]) z-unique 
graphs which are obtained by identifying vertices in a cycle with vertices in a special 
tree or some small graph. 
Let s >'2. For any s positive integers kl ~<k2 ~<... ~<ks with at most one kj = 1, 
let O(kh k2,... ,ks) denote the graph obtained by connecting two distinct vertices with 
s independent (internally disjoint) paths of length kbk2,... ,ks respectively. The graph 
O(kl,k2 .. . . .  ks) is called a multi-bridge (more specifically s-bridge) graph (see Fig. 1). 
For simplicity, we denote O(kl,k: . . . . .  ks) by O[s,k] if kl = k2 . . . . .  ks = k. Note that 
O(kl,k2 ... . .  ks) is a K(2,s)-homeomorph (subdivision of K(2,s)) if kl >-2. If kl = 1, 
then O(kl,k2 .... ,ks) is the edge-gluing of two smaller mutli-bridge graphs; thus, we 
assume that kl/> 2. Note that for s = 2, 3 the graphs are cycles and generalized 0-graphs 
respectively, and are known to be Z-unique. 
By carefully studying the coefficients of the chromatic polynomial of each O(kl, k2, 
k3,k4), and computing the number of subgraphs isomorphic to certain generalized 0- 
graphs and the number of induced subgraphs isomorphic to certain cycles, Peng [46] 
showed that many graphs of the form O(kl,k2,k3,k4) are Z-unique. It was noted that 
0(2,2,3,4) is not z-unique; in fact it is z-equivalent to the edge-gluding of 0(2,3,3) 
and C4. 
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Recently, by considering G = 0(kl, k2, k3, k4) in the class of 2-connected (n, n + 2)- 
graphs, and factorizing its polynomial P(G,2) as (-1)nwQ(w)/(1 -w)  2, where w = 
1 - 2, Chen et al. [4] determined completely the chromatic lasses of the graphs of 
the form O(kl, k2, k3, k4), for kl i> 2. 
Theorem 1 (Chen et al. [4]). (a) The graph O(kbk2,k3,k4) is z-unique if and only if 
oo  
(k~,k2,k3,k4) q~ ~ {(2,b,b+ 1,b+2)}. 
b=2 
(b) Let H be a graph. Then H ~ O(2,b,b + 1,b + 2) /f and only if 
H~-O(2,b,b+ 1,b+2)  or H is an edge-gluing of O(3,b,b+ 1) and Cb+2. 
By studying an invariant of the family of graphs known as generalized polygon trees 
(see below), Xu et al. [65] proved among other things Theorem 1. 
A k-gon tree is a graph obtained by edge-gluing a collection of Ck's successively. 
Chao and Li [3] claimed that the family of k-gon trees of the same order forms a 
g-equivalence class. Their proof has a gap, and a correct proof was recently given by 
Wakelin and Woodall [60]. A graph is called a generalized polygon tree (g.p. tree) 
if it is a subdivision of some k-gon tree. Dirac [10] and Duffin [23] characterized a 
g.p. tree as a 2-connected graph containing no subdivision of K4. Xu [64] investigated 
the chromaticity of these graphs and introduced an interesting z-invariant for them. 
A pair {u, v} of distinct nonadjacent vertices of G is called a communication pair (or 
intercourse pair [64]) if there are at least three independent u -  v paths in G. Let c(G) 
denote the number of communication pairs in G. Xu [64] established the following 
result. 
Theorem 2. I f  G is a g.p. tree, and H ~, G, then H is a g.p. tree, and c(H) = c(G). 
By using the z-invariant c(G), Xu [64] also proved that the class of graphs, called 
polygon trees, obtained by edge-gluing of a family of cycles, is a z-equivalence 
class. This solves Problem 2 in [61]. This result was obtained earlier by Wakelin 
and Woodall [60]. 
If G is an s-bridge (so that c(G) = I) and H ,-~ G, then Theorem 2 implies that 
H is the edge-gluing of some t-bridge, t~>3, and s -  t cycles. By making use of this, 
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Xu et al. [65] proved Theorem 1 and also discovered the following family of z-unique 
multi-bridges. 
Theorem 3. For s~>4, O( kl , k2, . . . , ks ) is z-unique i f  ks >~ . . .  >/ k2 >/ kl ~ s - 1. 
As a continuation of this work, Peng [51] expressed some coefficients of 
P(O(kx . . . . .  ks),2) explicitly in terms of certain subgraphs of O(kl . . . . .  ks), and proved 
the following result. 
Theorem 4. Let  h>~k + 1 >~2 or k = h+ 1. Then for  s>>.4, O(kbk2, . . . ,k~) is z-unique 
/ fk2-1 = kl = h, kj = h+k( j  : 3 . . . . .  s - I ) ,  ks>~h+k, and ks (~ {2h ,2h÷k,2h+k-1} .  
Problem 1. Study the chromaticity of O(kl, k2 . . . . .  k~) for s >/5 and ki < s - 1 for some 
i, where {kl . . . . .  ks} does not satisfy the condition of Theorem 4. 
Note that the class of graphs in Theorem 3 does not include the class of graphs 
O[s,k], where s~>2 and k~>2, as a subclass. The Z-uniqueness of O[s,k] has been 
confirmed using different methods. 
Theorem 5 (Dong [13], Koh and Teo [31], and Xu et al. [65]). For s>~2 and k>~2, 
O[s,k] is z-unique. 
Pursuing the idea of constructing z-invariants to study the chromaticity of graphs, 
Koh and Teo further introduced in [33] the following notions. Given a g.p. tree G, let 
G + denote the graph obtained from G by adding an edge uv for each communication 
pair {u, v} in G. Observe that G + is a polygon tree. Given two distinct vertices u, v in 
G, let p(u, v) denote the maximum number of independent u - v paths in G, and 
p(G)  = min{p(u ,v ) [{u ,v}  is a communication pair in G}. 
Let ck(G) denote the number of communication pairs {u,v} with p(u ,v)  = k in G. 
Define 
2 if G is a polygon tree, 
r / (G)= min{g(G+) ,p (G)}  i fc(G)~>l. 
Koh and Teo [33] then established the following result. 
Theorem 6. Let  G be a 2-connected (n,m)-9.p. tree. Then 
rl--2 
t I - 1 - ia+(C.) - c~(G) 2 7 
(rood 2 n+l) where t l = tl(G ) and e = c(G). 
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As a direct consequence of Theorem 6, we have Theorem 2 and also the following 
result. 
Theorem 7 (Koh and Teo [33]). I f  G is a #.p. tree and H ~ G, then tl(H ) = ~I(G) 
and iG+(C,) + c,(G) = ii~+(C,) + c,(n).  
Koh and Teo [33] used O[k,k-  1] and O[k-  1,k -  1], where k>~3, to construct 
a special subfamily of g.p. trees known as 0k-gons. A graph is called a Ok-gon if it 
can be obtained from O[k,k-  1] by the following operations: (1) replacing an edge 
by a O[k-  1 ,k -  1] or (2) performing an edge-gluing of two 0k-gons. The 0k-gons 
obtained by applying the operation (2) at least once are said to be separable. Those 
obtained solely by the operation (1) are said to be nonseparable. Let G be a 0k-gon. 
A connected induced subgraph of G is called a nonseparable component of G if it is 
a nonseparable 0k-gun and is maximal with respect o this property. Let rffG) denote 
the number of nonseparable components of G. By applying Theorems 6 and 7, Koh 
and Teo [33] obtained the following result. 
Theorem 8. Let G be a Ok-gon, where k >~ 3. I f  H ,.~ G, then H is also a Ok-gon, and 
re(H) = re(G). 
For any k~>3 and h with 1 <<.h<~k, let cgk(h) denote the family of graphs obtained 
from Ck by replacing any h edges in Ck, each by a O[k- 1 ,k -  1]. Let ~(k,r)  be the 
family of graphs obtained via edge-gluings of r O[k,k- 1]'s. By means of Theorem 8, 
Koh and Teo [33] were able to produce some new z-equivalence classes as shown 
below. 
Theorem 9. (i) The family cgk(h) is a z-equivalence class. 
(ii) Each graph in cgk(k) is z-unique. 
(iii) Each graph in ~k(k -  1) is z-unique. 
(iv) The family ~(k, r) is a z-equivalence class. 
Let u, v be the two vertices of degree 3 in O(a, b, c) and Pc the u - v path of O(a, b, c) 
of length c. For each positive integer k ~ c, let pO be the subpath of Pc of length k, 
one of whose end-vertices i u. We denote by Bk(a,b,c,d) the P°-gluing of O(a,b,c) 
and a cycle Ck+d (see Fig. 2). Note that for any subpath Pk of Pc, the Pk-gluing 
of O(a,b,c) and Ck+d is z-equivalent to Bk(a,b,c,d). We denote by (#~(a,b,c,d) the 
family of all Pk-gluings of O(a,b,c) and Ck+d, where V(Pk)C_ V(Pc). If k = c, then 
Bk(a,b,c,d) = O(a,b,c,d). 
By considering all 2-connected (n,n + 2)-graphs of girth 4 not homeomorphic toK4, 
Teo and Koh [58] showed that (Bk(2, 2, c, d)) ---- f~k(2, 2, c, d). Likewise, by considering 
those of girth 5, Chen and Ouyang [5] showed that B2(a,2,3,d) is z-unique for all 
c,d>~2, and (Bk(2,3,c,d)) = f~k(2,3,c,d) if and only if (c,d,k) ~ (2i + 1,i + 2, i) or 
(2 i -  2, i + 3, i + 1 ), where i 1> 2. For each i/>2, the union of the two exceptional cases 
forms a z-equivalence class. 
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By studying the number of subgraphs i omorphic to certain generalized 0-graphs, and 
the number of induced subgraphs isomorphic to certain cycles, Peng [48] established 
the z-uniqueness of certain graphs of the form Bc-l(a, b, c, d), which he later extended 
to the following result. 
Theorem 10 (Peng [52]). The graph Bc_l(a,b,c,d) is x-unique if min{a,b,c,d} >>.4. 
Problem 2. Study the chromaticity of Bk(a, b,c,d) in general. 
For large and small r = c -  k (in comparison with a,b,c,d), and several special 
cases, the problem has been settled by Peng et al. [53] by studying the polynomial 
P(x) = P(G, 1 - x) 
_ ( -  1 )nx [(xn+] _ xa+b+r _ xk+d+r -~- xr+l ) 
-(1 +x -]-X 2) -~ (X + 1)(x a +x b +x k +x d) 
- -(X a+k -~- X a+d ..~ X b+k -~- X b+d ) ] ,  
obtained by applying the following reduction formula which is useful for computing 
the chromatic polynomial of a graph obtained by gluing of paths. 
Let u, v E V(H), such that uv ~ E(H). Let Ul, vl be the two end-vertices of a path 
Ps. The graph/-/UPs is obtained from H t_J P~ by identifying Ul with u, and Vl with v. 
Let H ICs+l be the edge-gluing of H and C~+1. Let Hu=v be the graph obtained from 
H by identifying u with v. Then 
Lenuna 1 (Read [54]). P(H~Ps) = P(H [Cs+l) + (-1)sP(Hu=o). 
Problem 3. Study the chromaticity of any Pk-gluing of O(kl,k2 . . . . .  ks) and a cycle 
Ck+d, d>~2. 
The case when k = 2 and kl = k2 . . . . .  ks i> 2, or k~ 1> k2 I> ... i> k~ > s, has been 
completely determined by Xu et al. [65]. 
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The family f~k(a,b,c,d) can also be viewed as the family of graphs obtained by 
joining two cycles Ca+b and Cd+k with two independent paths. Let us take two graphs 
G and H. Suppose there exist u, v E V(G), and w,x E V(H) such that uv ~ E(G) and 
wx ~ E(H). Now join u to w by a path Ps, and join v to x by another path Pt, disjoint 
from P~. Denote the resulting raph by M~(G,H,s, t )  (see Fig. 3). 
Problem 4. For what g.p. trees G,H and k~>l, does ~'k = {M~x(G,H,s,t) ls+t = k} 
form a z-equivalence class? 
We have seen earlier that the problem is solved if G = Cp and H = Cq, for some 
p, q. By studying all 2-connected (n,n + 3)-graphs with at least two triangles, Koh 
and Teo [35] showed that the answer to the question in Problem 4 is affirmative when 
G = K4 - e and H = Cq, q>~4, e E E(G). Koh and Teo [30] showed that the answer 
is also positive for G = K4 - e = H, e E E(G). 
We next review the progress made on the chromaticity of wheels and related graphs. 
The question of the z-uniqueness of the wheel Wn of order n, when n is even, is 
still open. However, the chromaticity of several families of broken wheels has been 
determined. 
Let W(n, k) denote the graph (a broken wheel) obtained from W~ by deleting all but 
k consecutive spokes. Recall that for k ~< 5 the chromaticities have been decided (see 
[34]). By applying the method used in [31] for studying the chromaticity of W(n,5) 
and considering the families of graphs with five triangles as shown in Fig. 4, Li and 
Whitehead Jr. [37] likewise proved the following result. 
Theorem 11. For n>~8, the graphs W(n,6), Rl(n), R2(n) are z-unique. 
Conjecture 1 (Li and Whitehead [37]). For n~>8, all(n)={U(n;s,t)ls>tO, t>>.l, 
s + t = n - 7} is a z-equivalence class. 
Note that we have just been informed by Chia that he had settled the above conjecture 
in his forthcoming paper entitled 'A note on the chromatic equivalence class of a family 
of graphs' (to appear in Discrete Math.). 
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At the other extremity, the broken wheel W(n, n - 2) with only one missing spoke 
has been shown by Chia [6] to be z-unique for even n/>4. An alternative proof has 
been given by Dung and Koh [14]. Very recently, Chia [9], and Dong et al. [19] proved 
independently that W(n,n -  2) is also x-unique for odd n>~9. This settles Problem 3 
in [34]. 
Theorem 12. The graph W(n ,n -  2) is x-unique for  all n~>4, except for  n = 7. 
Dong and Liu [17] proceeded to study Problem 4 in [34] and proved the following 
result. 
Theorem 13. The graph W(n, n - 3) & z-unique for  all n >>. 6. 
For the case when n is even, a different proof of Theorem 13 derived from a more 
general discussion on the chromaticity of graphs was recently given by Dong and 
Koh [15]. 
In Problem 5 of [34], we proposed the study of the chromaticity of the graph G = 
W(n,n -  2,k) obtained from W(n,n -  2) by joining k -  1 new independent vertices to 
the neighbours of the vertex of degree 2 in W(n,n -  2), where n~>5, k~>2. For even 
n>~6, the graph is uniquely 3-colourable. Dong and Liu [18] showed that if Vl, V2, V3 
are the colour classes of any 3-colouring of the graph, then the induced subgraphs 
[ViU Vj], 1 ~<i <j~<3, are trees. They also computed the number of components of the 
induced subgraph [Nx], where x E Vi and proved the following result. 
Theorem 14. The graph W(n ,n -  2,k) is z-unique for  even n >>. 6 and k >>. 1. 
Note that W(7,5,1) = W(7,5) is not z-unique, while W(7,5,2) is (Li, private 
communication). 
Let Ck : VoVl.. .Vk-lvo be a cycle of order k. We denote by C(sl . . . . .  sr)(si>~l, 
sl + -.. + sr = k) the graph of order sl + ...  + s~ + 1 obtained from Ck by adding 
a new vertex w adjacent only to vo, vs~, vs, +~2 .. . . .  v~,+...+~r_ , . In [34] we reported that 
Giudici and Meli~in had proved that C(a,b,b,b)  is z-unique for all a,b > 0. It turned out 
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that the claim was not completely correct. Recently, Giudici and Margalio [27] studied 
the chromatic polynomials of Ws-homeomorphs (subdivisions of Ws), and proved the 
following result. Here Ws(a,b,c ,d ,h, i , j ,k )  denotes the graph of Fig. 5. 
Theorem 15. Let ~a,b,c,d = {C(a ' ,b ' ,e ' ,d ' ) l  {a' ,b ' ,c ' ,d '} = {a,b,c ,d} as multisets}. 
Then H ,.~ C(a, b, c, d) implies that H E cga, b,c,a, except that 
(1 ) fo r  a =b= 1,c=d =2,H can also be W5(1,1,1,1,3,1,1, ); 
(2) for  a = b = c = 2,d = 3,H can also be Ws(1, 1, 1, 1, 1,3, 1,4); 
(3) for  a = 1,b = 2,c = d ,H  can also be Ws(1, 1,c + 1, 1,c, 1, 1, 1); 
(4) for  a = 1 ,b=2,d=c + 1,H can also be l~(1,1 ,c , l ,c+ 1,1,1, 1). 
It follows from Theorem 15 that C(a,b,b,b)  is z-unique for all a,b > 0, except 
a= 1, b=2,  o ra=3,  b=2.  
3. Graphs related to complete partite graphs 
We first report the progress made on bipartite graphs. Since the publication of the 
proof by Teo and Koh [55] that K(p ,q )  is g-unique for all p>>.q>~2, two alternative 
proofs have been given, respectively, by Teo and Koh [56], and Dong [13]. Recall that 
the girth g and the number n(Cg) of shortest cycles are two important z-invariants (see 
[34, Theorem 7]). Given a 2-connected (n, m)-graph, what information can one obtain 
about n(Cg) in terms of n,m and g? Teo and Koh studied this problem in [56] and 
established the following result. 
Theorem 16. Let G be a 2-connected (n,m)-graph with girth g. Then 
(i) 
f ~(m - n + l ) i f  g is even, 
n( fg )~ 
~(m-n+ 1) i fg i sodd  
(ii) For even g, the equality in (i) holds iff every two edges o f  G are contained in 
a common shortest cycle Cg. 
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(iii) For odd g, the equality in (i) holds iff every vertex and every edge of G are 
contained in a common shortest cycle Cg. 
By means of Theorem 16, Teo and Koh [56, 32] showed that K(p,q), where 
p>~q>>.2, and O[s,k], where s~>2 and k~>2, are g-unique. These two results were also 
obtained by Dong [13] using an idea similar to but not as general as that given in The- 
orem 16. In [62], Xu announced another 'proof' of the z-uniqueness of K(p,q), which 
unfortunately is invalid as noted in the corrigendum (Discrete Math. 104 (1992) 217). 
Let :~r-d(p,q) be the family of graphs obtained by deleting any d distinct edges 
from K(p,q). There is only one member in ~-1(p ,q ) ,  and it was shown to be Z- 
unique if p,q>>.3 (see [55]). The case d~>2 was investigated by Giudici and Lima de 
Sfi [26], and Peng [47]. 
Let G E ~r-d(p,q) and H E :~r-U(r,s), where p<<.q,r<<.s. I fG ,-~H, then (r,s,u) = 
( p - t, q + t, d - t( q - p) - t 2) for some integer t such that ( p - q ) <<. 2t <~ p - q + 
x / (q -  p)2 +4d (see [26]). Let G E o~r-d(p,q), where d<<.p<<.q. Then the number 
of C4's in G is at least 
(P )  (q ) -d (p -1 ) (q -1 )+(d) ,  
and equality holds if and only if the d edges deleted are independent. Giudici and 
Lima de Sfi [26] used these results to establish the following theorem. 
Theorem 17. Let G E ~-d(p ,p+ e), where e = 0 or 1,p~>3, p>>.d, and assume 
the d edges deleted are independent. Then G is z-unique. 
The above G may not be z-unique if the d edges deleted are not independent. For 
example, K(p ,p ) -  K (1 ,p -  1) and K(p ,p  + 1) -  K(1,p) are clearly not z-unique. 
The result for e = 0 in Theorem 17 was obtained independently by Borowiecki and 
Drgas-Burchardt [2]. 
Giudici and Lima de S/t [26] also proved the following result. 
Theorem 18. (1) Let G E ~-2(p ,q )U~-2( r ,  r q-1), where p~>4, r~>3. Then G is 
z-unique. 
(2) For each integer e>~2, there exists re(e) such that for every p~m(e),  each 
member of fft"-2(p, p + e) is z-unique. 
Peng [47] also established Theorem 18. In fact, Peng proved a stronger esult in that 
every G E :g--2(p,p + 3), where p>~4, is z-unique. For Theorem 17, Peng proved 
the following improvement for d = 3 and 4. 
Theorem 19 (Peng [47]). (1) Let G E :~r-3(p,p+e),  where p>>.4 and e = 0 or 1. 
I f  G ~ K(4 ,4 ) -  K(1,3), then G is z-unique. 
(2) Let G E o~r-4(p,p+ 1),p>~5. Then G is z-unique. 
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Let us now consider a graph obtained by gluing the two ends of a path P~ to two 
distinct vertices of K(p,q). Chia (see [49]) has proved that the resulting graph is 
z-unique if p -- 2 and q = 3 and s I>3. Lemma 1 is most useful in obtaining the 
chromatic polynomials of such graphs. The following result due to Peng is also useful. 
Lemlna 2 (Peng [50]). The quantity i(C6) + n(K(2, 4)) - i(K(3, 3) - e) - 4n(K(3, 3)) 
is a z-invariant. 
A subgraph F of G is said to be a chromatic invariant of G if H ,-~ G implies that 
F is isomorphic to a subgraph of H. Peng [49] proved the following result. 
Lemma 3. Let F be a chromatic invariant of G where G is obtained from F tJ P~ by 
identifying the two ends of Ps with two distinct vertices ofF. Suppose H ~ G. Then 
H is also obtainable from F U P~ by the same method 
Using these and other results, Peng [49] found three families of z-unique graphs. 
Let K°(m,n) (resp. Kl(m,n) and K2(m,n)) be the graph obtained from K(m,n)UPs 
by identifying the two ends of Ps with two adjacent vertices (resp. two vertices of 
degree m, and two of degree n). 
Theorem 20 (Peng [49]). The graphs K/(2,4) where s>~3, i = 0,1,2, and K~1(3,3) 
where s >t 7, are z-unique. 
Peng also showed that the resulting raph is z-unique if we glue the ends of Ps, for 
s~>5, to two nonadjacent vertices of K (3 ,3 ) -  e. 
Conjecture 2 (Peng [49]). The graphs K2(2,n) where s,n>~3, i = 0, 1,2, and K~(p,p) 
where p 1> 2, s/> 4, are z-unique. 
The chromaticity of the graph K(1, p2 . . . . .  pt) was completely determined by Chia 
[7] and Li and Liu [36] independently. It is known that K(1, P2 .. . . .  Pt) is ;(-unique 
when max{p2 .. . . .  pt} ~<2 (see [34]). Now K(1, P2 .. . . .  Pt) is isomorphic to the join, 
K(1, p2)+Kp3 +. . .+Kp, ,  and K(1, P2) "~ Pp2+I. Hence, K(1, p2 .... , pt) is not x-unique 
if max{p2 .. . . .  pt} I>3. Thus we have: 
Theorem 21. The complete t-partite graph K(1, P2 . . . . .  Pt) is z-unique if and only if 
max{p2 .. . . .  Pt} <~2. 
Let G be an (n,m)-graph, and let fl :E(G) -* {1 .. . . .  m} be a bijection. Whitney's 
broken-cycle theorem (see [34, Theorem 5]) states that 
n--1 
P(G,2) = ~ (-1)ih,A ~-i, 
i=O 
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where hi is the number of spanning subgraphs of G that have exactly i edges and 
that contain no broken cycles induced by 13. It follows immediately from this theorem 
that 
h i={ (7 )  if 0~<i~<9- 2, 
(m) 
9-  1 -n(Co) i f i=9-1 .  
For 9>14, the above result has been extended by Teo and Koh [57] as shown below. 
Theorem 22. Let G be an (n,m)-graph with 9irth 9>_.4. 
(7 )  k+l (k_ ( r _  1) ) 
hk = --  Zn(Cr )  ( r -  1) " 
r :  0 
Consequently, if G ~ H with 0>14, then 
Then for each k with 
na( Ck ) = nH( Ck ) 
for each k = g ..... {3g} _ 2. 
Given a graph G and f 1> 1, the f-uniform subdivision of G is the graph obtained 
from G by replacing each edge of G by a path of length f. By applying Theorems 16 
and 22, Teo and Koh [57] established the following result. 
Theorem 23. For each f >>. 1, the f-uniform subdivision of K(p,q), where p>>.q>~2, 
is z-unique. 
Let us now consider the complements of graphs of smaller size. Before we begin let 
us introduce the concept of the matching polynomial of a graph G, which is important 
in the study of the chromatic polynomial of G, the complement of G [25]. 
Let ak be the number of matchings in G with k edges and n --- v(G). The matchin9 
polynomial of G is defined to be 
[n/21 
M(G,x) ~ n-2kk = akx  1 X'~. 
k=0 
G is matchin9 unique if M(H,x) = M(G,x) implies H ~ G. Farrell and Whitehead 
Jr. [25] proved the following result. 
Theorem 24. Let M(G,x) = Ekakx~-2k~, P(G,2) = ~kbk2 ("-k), where 2 (/) = 
2(2 - 1 ). . .  (2 - i + 1 ). Then ak <<. bk. Moreover, equality holds for all k if and only 
if G is triangle-free. 
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From this we can see that the matching polynomial is a useful tool for studying 
the chromaticity of a triangle-free graph. Indeed, Guo and Li [29] have applied the 
concept of the clique polynomial (an extension of the matching polynomial) (see also 
[28]) and established the following result for 2-regular graphs. 
Theorem 25. Let G be a 2-regular graph that does not contain C3 or Ca as a sub- 
graph. Then G is matching unique if and only if G is z-unique. 
Since Cp is matching unique for p>~5 [24], we have: 
Theorem 26 (Guo and Li [29]). The complement of Cp, where p>~5, is z-unique. 
Guo and Li also proved the following result on the complement of unions of cycles. 
Theorem 27 (Guo and Li [29]). (1) Let p,q>/5. Then Cp U Cq is z-unique. 
(2) Let p be odd, q even and p,q>>.5. Then the complement of CpU(nCq),n>~O, 
is z-unique. 
(3) Let p be odd, q,r even and p,q,r>>.5. Then the complement of Cp U Cq U Cr 
z-unique. 
It is easy to check that P(C4,~.) = P(K1 U P3,2). Thus C4 is not g-unique. Guo 
and Li [29] conjectured that if G is a 2-regular graph that does not contain Ca, then 
G is z-unique. This conjecture was proved by Du [21] by using the concept of a 
a-polynomial, 
k 
a(G) : ~ bi O'k-i, 
i=0 
where the coefficients bi (bi(G) to be specific) are given by P(G,2) = ~--~=0 bi2(n-i), 
k = n - z(G). 
The principal tool Du used is the parameter 
~p(G) = b2(G) - (m 2 - 3m)/2, 
where m = e(G). He characterized graphs with ~p(G) = 0 or 1 and established the 
z-uniqueness of several families of graphs, including those in Theorems 25 and 26. 
Theorem 28 (Du [21]). The complement of each of the following graphs is z-unique: 
(1) G = U~=l Cn,,ni ~ 4, 
(2) G Ui=l ~ P~ u Ec3, where the subscripts ni are even, ni ~ 4 (mod 10), ~ I>0. 
Du also showed that P5 is z-unique, but Pn is not, for even n ~> 7. The z-uniqueness 
of several cases of Kn - E(G) is also established, where G = U~=l Pro,, including the 
case when G = Pro, where m + 1 is prime, m ~ 4. 
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In a very recent article [22], Du introduced the notion of a-uniqueness, tudied the 
relation between a-uniqueness and Z-uniqueness, and obtained some interesting results 
in this aspect. 
Liu et al. (see [39-42,44,45,66]) also studied the chromaticity of several of the 
above graphs by using the adjoint polynomial, which can be written as 
h(G, tr) -- trz(U)a(G). 
A graph G is adjointly unique if and only if h(H,x) = h(G,x) for all x implies that 
H ~ G. It is clear that G is adjointly unique if and only if G is chromatically unique. 
The principal tool employed is the character of G: 
{0 ,  (~G) i fe (G)=0,  
R(G) = b2(G) -  bl ) + 1 otherwise, 
where the coefficients bi (or bi(G) to be specific) are given by 
n--1 
h(G,x) = ~ bix n-', n = v(G). 
i=0 
Utilizing these results and the irreducibility of some adjoint polynomials over the 
rational field Q, Liu et al. produced several classes of z-unique graphs, including some 
found by Du [21 ], and others such as the complements of certain unions of Cm, P,,, 
and Ts, where Ts is a tree with degree sequence (1, 1, 1,2 .. . . .  2, 3). A survey of results 
in this area can be found in [41]. 
Let m>>.k, and let G = G,,(m,k) be a graph of order n such that e(G) = m and 
the induced subgraph [E(G)] of G is the disjoint union of k stars K(1,[m/k]) or 
K(1,-[ -m/k]) .  In [20] Du found an upper bound for the coefficients of a ~r-polynomial 
k 
cr(G) = ~ airy k- i  
i=0 
and showed that Gn(m, k) is the unique graph achieving the bound, and hence z-unique. 
Let us now turn our attention to the chromaticity of Ka-homeomorphs ( ubdivi- 
sions of K4) K4(al,a2,a3,aa, s,a6) where al . . . . .  a6 are the path lengths between the 
vertices of degree 3 (see Fig. 6). Recall that Li (see [34]) showed that almost all Ka- 
homeomorphs are z-unique. In particular, he showed among others that g4(a l  . . . . .  a6)  
is z-unique if aj = 1 for at least four values of j. He extended the result as follows. 
Theorem 29 (Li [38]). I f  aj = c for four values of j and ai>>.c for all i, then 
g4(al . . . . .  a6) is z-unique. 
Li [38] also showed that g4(a l  . . . . .  a6)  is z-unique if 
(i) aj = al +( j -  1)h for j  = 2 .... ,6, and al ~> max{2,h-  1}, h>~0 or 
(ii) max{a1 . . . . .  a6} +1 < 2min{al . . . . .  a6) .  
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/ / I  ~. 
a3 / ta6 i ~ a5 
/ a " ' "  ' 
, 2,"  -,a,, , 
/ - ' "  al -,~ a .~-  . . . . . . . . . . . .  'ID 
Fig. 6. 
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On the other hand, Xu [63] considered the chromaticity of G = Ka(1,a2,a3,a4,as, 1),
and showed that G is not Z-unique if G is K4(1,2, p, 2, p + 2, 1 ) or 3/4(1, p, p + 3, 2, 
p+ 1, 1) or Ka(1,p,q,2, p+2,1)  where p~>l, q~>l and p+q ~ 2. 
4. Joins of graphs 
It is known that if the join G + H of the graphs G and H is z-unique, then both G 
and H must be z-unique. The converse, however, is not true in general. For instance, 
both C5 and K] are z-unique, but W6 = C5 -t-K1 is not so. Thus we may ask: for what 
z-unique graphs G and H, is G + H z-unique? 
For G =Km and H = KjUK1, Chia [8] noted that G+H = Km+j+l -K(1 , j ) ,  which 
is z-unique. Now if H is the vertex-gluing of Kj and K2, then H = K1 if- (Kj_ 1 LJ K1 ), 
and hence Km+ H is z-unique. 
If H is uniquely s-colourable, then Km +H is uniquely (m +s)-colourable. In partic- 
ular, Km+ W(n,n-  2), where n~>4 is even, is uniquely (m + 3)-colourable. Moreover, 
it contains 
m+3)  _ 
(m+2+l ) (m+n) -2(  2 1 
triangles, and each subgraph induced by any two colour classes of an s-colouring is 
a tree. By using these results and investigating the structure of the subgraphs induced 
by the union of various colour classes, Chia [8] proved the following theorem. 
Theorem 30. Suppose n>~4 is even. Then for each m>~ 1, the graph Km+ W(n,n-  2) 
is z-unique. 
This result was also obtained independently b  Dong and Liu [16]. 
Chia [8] also produced a large family of connected vertex-transitive graphs that are 
not z-unique, by taking the join of some vertex transitive graphs (see also [43]). 
For n>~4, t~>l, the graph W~ t =Kt  + C, is called a generalized wheel graph. Note 
that W~ 1 is simply the wheel W~+I. t can be checked readily that Wn t is (t+2)-uniquely 
colourable if n~>4 is even. Dong [11] showed that the induced subgraph of any two 
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colour classes, except one that contains a unique chordless cycle, is a tree. Using these 
Dong [11] established the following result. 
Theorem 31 (Dong [11]). For t >>.l and even n>>.4, the graph W t is x-unique. 
For t>~l,f>>.e>~d>~l, e~>2, let 
O,(d,e,f) = Kt + O(d,e,f). 
Let p>~q>~2. Let UhVl be the ends of the path Pp, and u2,v2 the ends of Pq. Let 
H1 = K1 +Pp, H2=K2+Pq.  
Then the graph H(p,q)  is obtained from/-/1 U/-/2 by identifying ul with u2, and Vl 
with v2. Finally, let 
Ht(p, q) = Kt + H(p,  q). 
Dong [12] established the following result. 
Theorem 32. Or(d, e, f )  ,.~ Hs(p, q) if and only if t = s + 1, d = 2, e = p and f : q. 
Using this result and others, Dong [12] found the following class of X-unique graphs. 
Theorem 33. For t>~l, f  >>.e>>.d>>.l,e>~2,0t(d,e,f) is x-unique if d, e , f  are all even 
integers greater than 2, or all odd. 
5. Miscellanea 
In this section we record several interesting x-unique graphs. 
In [32], Koh and Teo showed that for r 1> 3 and g/> 5, the number of shortest cycles 
of each (r,g)-Moore graph (a cage, an r-regular graph with girth g) attains the upper 
bound m(m-  n + 1 )/g, among all 2-connected (n,m)-graphs. They obtained, by means 
of Theorem 16, the following class of x-unique graphs. 
Theorem 34. All (r, 6)-cages (Moore graphs), where r = pC + 1 for some prime p 
and positive integer c, are x-unique. 
Likewise, they also showed that the Tutte--Coxeter graph (the (3,8)-cage) is x-unique. 
In [56] Teo and Koh showed that the Petersen graph (the (3,5)-cage) and the 
Hoffman-singleton graph (the (7,5)-cage) are x-unique Moore graphs. The former was 
known to Read and Chia earlier. In [57], by applying Theorems 16 and 22, Teo and 
Koh further showed that every f-uniform subdivision of each Moore graph in Theorem 
34 is also x-unique. 
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It is known that every edge-gluing of Kp and Cq is z-unique (see [34]). Recently, 
Tomescu [59] studied the total distance of a 2-connected k-chromatic graph and ob- 
tained some interesting results from which he gave another proof of the above fact. 
Very recently, Dong and Koh [14] considered a class ,J of graphs whose vertex 
sets possess an independent set partition (Al . . . . .  At} such that [Ai U Aj] is a tree for 
all i , j  = 1,... ,r, i  ~ j. As a by-product in their investigation of the structure of the 
graphs in J ,  three families of graphs re(i) i = 1,2,3, as shown in Fig. 7, were found. ,, re,n, 
Dong and Koh showed that all W(mi)~, and ,,l/v(i)m,n -I-Kp are z-unique. 
Finally, we report that tables of all ~(-unique graphs of order 7 and 8 have been 
compiled by Li. 
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